
Summer  Challenge  2015   Architectural 

 Photo # Scor
e 

Comments  

  

1 
 17 -Excellent use of B+W. 

-Like the reflections in the water and possibly could have moved in closer 
to fill more of the frame with the reflections. 
-Great street photography 
-Shows very little of the architecture of the buildings.  

 

2 19 - Good composition 
-The building is leaning and could be corrected  
- Overexposed with parts of the sky blown out and contrast is too low. 
-Fog hides  details in the architecture. 

 

3 18 -Good out of the box thinking for this photo. 
-Trees add nothing and do not complement the strong shape of the 
buildings. 
-May be better in B+W 

 

4 23 -This is a very good shot full of sharp detail. 
-An excellent example of architecture. 
-The photo appears to be over processed judging from the dark halo in the 
upper left. 



 

5 20 -This is a great shot 
-The leaves add nothing and detract from the reflection. 
- Beautiful catch of the reflections in the glass. 

 

6 24 -Great capture.  An awesome photo 
-Very effective B+W full of texture. 
-Could have improved the photo even more by cloning out the poles and 
wire at the base of the photo. 

 

7 20 -Good composition but the sun is a little too dominant  
-Lacks clarity due to flair which hides architectural detail. 
-Like the colour of the building but it overpowers the sky. 

 

8 23 -Great capture and details in the stone wall and building behind. 
-The bright area at the top and right are very distracting and should be 
cloned out 
-Possibly a different angle would have created better symmetry in the 
image. 

 

9 18 -Good composition and use of the rule of thirds. 
-Nice texture and exposure of the water. 
- Could tone down the brightness of the building and rocks  while 
maintaining the water exposure as is. 



 

10 23 -Great composition and lighting. 
-The girl on the left enhances the photo despite slight blur. 
- The girl is blurry due to movement during the 1/40 second exposure. 
- Shooting at ISO 3200 has reduced the sharpness a bit. 

 

11 22 -Good composition and framing of the building. 
-The man in the doorway looking at the girl outside is a nice touch and 
adds to the story. 
-The building is leaning and could have been fixed in post processing. 

 

12 22 -Very good composition and colour balance. 
- Leading lines draw your eye into the photo. 
-The HDR effect in the upper left half works well but overpowers the right.  
-The sky is very blotchy, possibly due to over sharpening. 
-Over processing has caused a distracting black area above the MIRAGE 
sign.  

 

13 23 -Great composition, balance and use of the rule of thirds. 
-The sky colour, saturation and luminance is amazing. 
-The tree on the right helps frame and close the photo. 
-Could be improved by cloning out trees in the lower left. 
-The focus is sharpest on the house and may have been better with 
sharpest focus on the lighthouse. 

 

14 21 -A very interesting and captivating shot. 
-Nice symmetry of the lights. 
-Could be improved with increased contrast and possibly a little darker to 
add to the mood. 



 

15 18 -Great texture and sharpness 
-The lighting is dull and has in no shadows to give the 3D effect. 
-The photo is a little busy. 
-The foreground rock is competing for attention. 
 

 

16 21 -Like the composition but there is no one center of interest 
-One's eyes are attracted to the left where there is more interest. 
-Good lighting but is a little too bright overall. 
-Try darkening the foreground grass to close in the photo and tone down 
the lights about 1/2 a stop. 

 

17 15 -The HDR effect takes away from the photo and hides the architecture. 
-Way too over processed. 
-The sky dominates too much of the photo.  Try composing using the rule 
of thirds.  

 

18 20 - Good colours and sample of architecture. 
-May be improved with a slight increase in saturation and contrast. 
-May be best in a sepia toned B+W. 

 

 
   



Summer  Challenge  2015   Landscape / Nature 

 Photo # Scor
e 

Comments  

  

1 
 17 - Good colours and contrast between the fungus and bark. 

-Shot at 1/15  -  f11 to blur the water has resulted in a large depth of 
field.  May have been better with a more open f-stop to blur the 
background to make the fungus stand out more. 

 

2 17 -A good attempt. 
-The owl is slightly overexposed. 
-Lacks sharpness. 

 

3 22 -Good sharp photo. 
-Good use of symmetrical composition. 
-Good choice of f-stop for balanced depth of field. 
-The upper center dark area is a little distracting. 
 

 

4 26 -Perfect catch of people to show the immense size of the landscape. 
-Excellent composition. 
-Great exposure, saturation and luminance. 
-May be improved by toning down rock towers in left to match the 
other towers 
 



 

5 21 -A shutter speed of 1/1600 at f6.3 has frozen the bird in time but ISO 
1600 has reduced the detail at the same time. 
-The crop on the left is a little tight giving the bird no place to go. 
-May have been better zoomed out a bit to include all of the tail. 

 

6 19 -Good attempt at winter ice and snow. 
-The photo is underexposed. Exposure compensation of -1/3 EV was 
used where snow usually needs an exposure compensation of +1 to 
+2. 
-Lacks a center of interest. 
-Lacks detail in the snow. 

 

7 18 -The owl photo is awesome. 
-The background is a little bright over powering the owl. 

 

8 18 -Good capture and exposure of the bird. 
-There is banding in the sky and it is pixilated possibly as a result of 
over sharpening. 
-Repeat processing and saving of Jpeg images can have the same 
issue. 

 

9 24 -Good use of symmetry and reflections. 
-Beautiful composition. 
-Could possibly bring out more detail in the sky. 



 

10 17 -Good framing of the house. 
-Has the appearance of a painting. 
-Needs more contrast. 
-Very noisy,  especially in  the top half. 

 

11 21 -Good framing of the photo with the palm leaves. 
-Like the girl crouching for size and context. 
The photo is slightly blurred due to possible camera shake. 

 

12 17 -Good attempt at a difficult subject. 
-Slight blur due to 1/250 second shutter speed not being fast enough 
to eliminate camera shake. 
-The whites on the loon and the white water is a little overexposed. 

 

13 15 - Good catch 
-Would have been better with the bird higher in the frame to catch 
more reflection. 
-Slight overexposure resulting in the white on three loon being 
blown out. 
--The eyes are too bright red. 

 

14 15 - Effective use of shutter speed to freeze the water. 
-May be a better composition with more water and less sky. 
-Sea weed adds nothing. 



 

15 21 - Beautiful bands of colour in the sky and mist to add interest. 
-The foreground could be clearer and darkened a bit to help the 
rocks stand out. 
-Background is a little blurry due to an F-stop of 7.1.  Suggest f11 or f 
16 and focusing at the hyper focal point. 

 

16 28 -Chrystal clear shot with perfect composition. 
-Good use of the rule of thirds and capture of the cars to show 
relative size. 
-Lighting is excellent with beautiful contrast between the bark blue 
sky and the red of the rocks during the golden hour. 

 

17 15 -Like the contrast between the red of the cardinal and the green 
leaves. 
-The blurred leaf on the right is distracting.  Try cropping it out. 
-The tail is very dark and lacking detail. 
-Name plates are not allowed. 

 

18 18 -Good framing of the falls with the trees and good overall 
composition 
-The water is a little too blue with an overall blue colour cast to the 
image. 
-The image is a little over saturated. 



 

19 20 -Good silhouette and wonderful sky colour. 
-The image is a little off balance with the main center of interest on 
the right side. 
-Try cropping in past the first tree on the right with an equal amount 
on the left. 

 

20 21 - Very nice shot of the blue jay. 
-The bird is not completely clear despite a shutter speed of 1/2000 
second.  Try a little more sharpening. 
-Good exposure at 1/2000   f4    ISO 1000 

21 21 -Good composition and lighting. 
-Good use of panorama and cropping. 
-Red in lower right is very distracting. 

 

22 21 - Very sharp. 
- The bird's pose looking away results in the composition lacking. 
-The image  appears a little noisy and a over sharpened. 

 

 

  



Summer  Challenge  2015   Portrait 

 Photo # Scor
e 

Comments  

  

1 
 17 - Good catch light in model's eyes. 

-Effective use of hair light to add interest and dimension. 
-May have been more flattering with the chin down a bit. 
- Would be improved with the arm down to show less arm pit. 

 

2 22 -Good detail and sharpness. 
-Good expression and use of closed in framing. 
-The catch light in the models right eye is a little too strong. 
-The blue in the background adds nothing to the photo and attracts 
attention away from the subject. 

 

3 20 -Like the close in focus on the boys cutting out the adults. 
-Timing is off as one of the boys is partly hidden. 
-Like the story of the boys talking while marching in a serious parade. 
-The young boys are the center of attention but do not stand out. 

 

4 15 -Interesting wedding portrait. 
-Like the story told by the people looking on. 
-The persons head in the middle of the dancing pair is distracting. 
-The lighting is very harsh and slightly overexposed. 



 

5 18 -Good exposure but the composition is a little too centered. 
-The lens is focused in front of the girl resulting in the subject being slight 
blurry. 
-Would have been better shot at the child's level instead of the dominant 
adult level.  

 

6 20 - Beautiful and effective use of back lighting. 
-The dark shadows on the right of the girls face are not attractive. 
-Overexposed blowing out the blanket. 
-Needed fill light on her right, either with fill flash or better still a 
reflector. 

 

7 22 -Excellent photo and use of B+W. 
-Very clear and sharp showing good detail. 
-Scars show the hard live the man has had. 
-Eyes are ghostly white. 
-The fence behind is distracting. 

 

8 21 -Very effective use of flash. 
-The focus was a little too far forward resulting in the right eye being 
sharp and the left blurry. 
-Could the improved by cloning out the tag in the upper left. 

 

9 22 -Nice overall lighting except on her right hand. 
-Good definition between the shadows and light. 
-Could be improved by darkening the lower part of the photo a bit to 
close the image in. 



 

10 20 -Good image but would have been centered for more symmetry. 
-The child looks like they are looking over the camera instead of at it. 
-B+W conversion has resulted in hot spots on the skin. 

 

11 19 - Good even lighting in this photo. 
-The lighting on the face is a little bright. 
-Could move the elbow out a bit to remove the fold in the skin on the 
right arm. 

 

12 16 -This photo is a good attempt but lacks contrast and the baby does not 
stand out. 
-Could show more of the baby's body with the head a little less dead 
center. 

 

13 23 -This is a very well done photo with good lighting and expression. 
-The file size as submitted was 761K which is a little small resulting in 
some detail being missed.  Try to submit between 1 and 2 Meg. 

 

14 21 -Good catch lights. 
-Tells a good story. 
-Like the high contrast look and the use of B+W. 
 



 

15 17 -This is a good attempt. 
-Could be improved by shooting at the dogs eye level and by  adding catch 
lights with the use of flash or other lighting 
-The background is distracting. 

 

16 21 -This is a very good photo. 
-However the legs in the background are distracting. 
-Interesting contrast with the modern use of pink and the timelessness of 
the woman. 
 

 17   

 18   

 

 


